Mohawk Group features a curated selection of commercial hardwood flooring rich with unique character of relaxed luxury, while offering reliable performance for light commercial traffic.

**Selling Features**
- Engineered commercial hardwood featuring durable Enhanced Urethane Finish with Aluminum Oxide
- Glue, nail and floating installation approved for all grade levels
- Sophisticated colors and luxurious textural details provide visual interest and disguise wear
- Complete range of moldings and transitions available to coordinate with all styles
- Designed to accentuate a variety of Mohawk Group carpet and rug collections

**Complex Legends**

Mohawk Group features a curated selection of commercial hardwood flooring rich with unique character of relaxed luxury, while offering reliable performance for light commercial traffic.

### Design
- **Overall Thickness**: 1/2”
- **Wood Wear Layer**: 3.2mm
- **Finish**: Enhanced Urethane Finish with Aluminum Oxide
- **Colors Available / Size**: 5 colors – 4, 6, and 8” W x Random Lengths
- **Packaging**: 36 sq. ft. per carton
- **Trim & Moldings**: Color coordinating per-finished trims and moldings: reducer strip, stair nosing, baby threshold, t-molding, wall base and quarter round

### Performance
- **Construction**: Engineered commercial hardwood
- **Species**: Oak and Hickory
- **Flame Spread**: ASTM E662, Class II rating
- **Smoke Density**: ASTM E662, 450 or less

### Installation
- **Primary Install Method**: Glue, nail, staple or float
- **Grade Level**: All

### SUNDRIES
- **M908 M1000**
- **D3/ Type II Eurobond SlenGuard**
- **UltraTac Hardwood Adhesive for enhanced acoustics and high moisture slabs**
- **For enhanced acoustics and high moisture slabs**
- **Tongue and Groove adhesive for use when floating**
- **Underlayment for use when floating all engineered hardwood**

### Sustainability
- **Certification**: FloorScore® Certified
- **Lacey Act Compliant**

### Service
- **Warranty**: 5 Year Light Commercial Warranty
Complex Legends

Colorways
Mohawk engineered hardwoods are offered in distinctive, timeless styles to enhance any commercial interior.

Complex Legends – 4”, 6”, and 8” Widths x Random Lengths / Wire Brush Texture

10 Natural Hickory  65 Harvest Hickory  68 Portabello Oak  66 Spiced Oak  67 Barista Oak

Construction

Engineered Commercial Hardwood

Design Features
- Variable plank widths
- Oak and hickory species with traditional to modern colorations
- Low luster with wire brush texture

Enhanced Finish
- Enhanced Urethane Finish with Aluminum Oxide
- Protects against normal wear
- Provides durability allowing for ease of maintenance

Engineered for Strength and Stability
- Cross-grain construction provides greater dimensional stability
- 1/2” thickness provides strength for commercial interiors

Installation Methods
- Tongue and Groove System for a consistent, even and easy installation
- Nail, glue, staple or float
- Approved for all grade levels

MOHS HARDNESS SCALE

Due to the natural characteristics of hardwood, it is recommended to order several samples when making final product selection. Contact your Account Executive for more information.